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ON CONVERGENCE THEOREMS FOR HENSTOCK 
INTEGRALS

Dong IL Rim * and Won Kyu Kim**

Abstract. In this paper we prove a controlled convergence theorem 
for the Henstock integral by using the new conditions.

1. Introduction
In the 1950’s J. Kurzweil and R. Henstock independently gave a Rie

mann Complete type integral, called the Kurzweil-Henstock integral (or 

KH-integral/H-integral). It has been proved that this integral is equiv

alent to the special Denjoy integral. Therefore the Henstock integral 

contains the Newton, Riemann and Lebesgue integrals. In 1985, P. Y. 

Lee and T. S. Chew [?, ?] gave the controlled convergence theorem. But 

we want to find a better convergence theorem. In this paper, using the 

equivalent conditions to the generalized P-Cauchy property, we give a 

controlled convergence theorem.

First we introduce some necessary terms. Throughout this paper, 

D will denote a finite collection of non-overlapping tagged intervals in 

[a, b]. For D = {(心, [여, dj) : 1 < z < TV}, we will write

N N

f(D) = 名f(tv — cj, F(D) = 匕 (F(成) — F(c,)), 
i=l i=l

N 

and 쓰(D) = 시/》一 cj . 

i=l
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Let 5 be a positive function defined on [a, 이. We say that D is 

subordinate to 8 if [여, di] G (하 一 5(하), ti + 쥬(하)) for each i and that 

D is subordinate to 8 on [a, 6], or D is said to be f-fine on [a, 6] if in 

addition D is a partition of [a, 6]. A real-valued function f is said to 

be Henstock integrable to A on a closed bounded interval [a, 6] if for 

every e > 0 there is a function d(f) > 0 such that whenever a division 

D given by

a = xq < Xi < • ― < xn = b

satisfies 0 玄:成一< d(&) and 0 < ^ — Xi-i < 5(&) for i = 1,2,, n 

we have

n

/(&)(仁가 一 xi-i) ~ 刀 < e, 

i=l

or alternatively,

|乞/(幻(으一 u) — A <6

where [以, v] denotes a typical interval in D with f — d(f)< 汉드 [드 

v<f-|-f(g). A sequence of functions {fn} is said to be equi-Henstock 

integrable on [a, 이 if f= n = 1,2,..is Henstock integrable on [a, 6] 

using the same 5(f) in the definition.

2. Convergence theorems

Definition 2.1 ([?]). (a) A function F on [a, 이 is ACG； on X c 

[a, 6] if X is the union of a sequence of subsets Xi such that F is 

AC；()G) for each i, i.e., for every e > 0 there are T] > 0 and(『($)> 0 

such that for any d-fine partial division D = {([?』, v], <$)} with Q G X{ 

satisfying (D) 匕 |v — 씨 < 77 we have (D) 리 |F(u, v)| < c.

(b) The sequence {Fn} is UACG； or uniformly-ACG^ on X C [a, 6] if 

X is the union of a sequence of subsets Xi such that {Fn} is UAC；(XJ 

for each i, independent of n.
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Definition 2.2 ([?]). (a) A function F on [a, 이 is ACG* on X c 

[a, 이 if X is the union of a sequence of subsets Xi such that F is 

AC*(XJ for each i, i.e., for every e > 0 there is 刀 > 0 such that for any 

finite or infinite sequence of nonoverlapping intervals {[(사;, 6人]} with at 

least one of ⑴人, 6人 belonging to Xi satisfying 乞人 |5人 一 «人| < 77 we have 

리k I乃(아, bk)\ < e, where F((z人, bk) denotes F(bk) — F(이수.

(b) The sequence {Fn} is UACG* or uniformly-ACG* on X C [a, 6] if 

X is the union of a sequence of subsets Xi such that {Fn} is UAC*(XJ 

for each z, independent of n.

DEFINITION 2.3 ([?]). Let {Fn} be a sequence of functions defined 

on [a, 6] and let E C [a, 6] be measurable.

(a) The sequence {Fn} is P—Cauchy on E if {Fn} converges pointwise 

on E and if for each e > 0 there exist a positive function 6 on E 

and a positive integer N such that \Fn(P) — Fm(P)\ < e for all

n > N whenever P is E—subordinate to S.

(b) The sequence {Fn} is generalized P-Cauchy on JS if E can be writ

ten as a countable union of measurable sets on each of which {Fn} 

is P-Cauchy.

DEFINITION 2.4 ([?]). A sequence {Fn} is said to satisfy the uni

formly strong Lusin condition, or briefly USL, if for every e > Q and 

every set Z of measure zero there exists 5($) > 0, independent of n, 

such that for any J-fine partial division D = {([u, 이, $)} with Q E Z 

for all n we have (Z)) 乞 \Fn(u^ v)| < e.

THEOREM 2.1. Let fn, n — 1,2,..be Henstock integrable on [a, 6] 

and fn(x) —> f(x) everywhere in [a, 이. If {fn} is equi-Henstock inte

grable on [a, 6]. Then f is Henstock integrable on [a, 이 and fn(x) dx —> 

faf(X)dx as n —今 oc.

Proof. See [?]. □
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THEOREM 2.2. Let fn, n = 1,2,be Henstock integrable on [a, 6] 

with primitive Fn, and fn(x) —> f(x) almost everywhere in [a, 6]. If 

{fn} is equi-Henstock integrable on [a, 이 and {Fn} satisfies USL. Then 

f is Henstock integrable on [a, 이 and fn(x) dx -리 f(x) dx a>s n —今 

oo.

Proof. We can choose gn and g such that gn(x) = fn(x) almost 

everywhere in [a, b\ for all n, g(x) = f(x) almost everywhere in [a, 6], 

and gn(x) —> g(^x) everywhere in [a, 6], and {Fn} = {Gn}, Since {Fn} 

satisfies USL, the sequence {gn} is still equi-Henstock integrable on 

[a, 6]. Hence the result follows from Theorem ??. □

THEOREM 2.3. Let {fn} be a sequence of Henstock integrable func

tions on [a, 6] with primitive of fn by Fn. Suppose {fn} converges to 

a function f almost everywhere on [a, 6]. The following conditions (a), 

(b), fc), (d) are mutually equivalent:

(a) {Fn} e UACGl[a, b],

(b) (1) {Fn} satisfies USL on [a, 6].

(2) For every e > 0, there exists a closed set X C [⑦, 이, |[a, 6]\X| < 

e such that {Fn} e UAC*(X).

(c) The sequence {Fn} is generalized P-Cauchy on [cz, 6].

(d) (1) {Fn} satisfies USL on [a, b\.

(2) {Fn} is equi-Henstock integrable on [a, b].

Proof, (a) = (b): First we show that (b)(1) holds. Since {Fn} G 

UACGQ, then there exists a sequence of pairwise disjoint set {Xi} with 

[<z, 이 = U라 such that {Fn} 6 UAC； on X；. Let Z G [a, 6] with 

\Z\ = 0. Let Zi = Z H Xi，Then = 0. Let e > 0 and Gi an open 

set such that Zi C Gi and |GZ | < r)i where rji come from the definition 

of AC^(Xi) for given e2~\ i.e., for every 臥 > 0, there are 巾 > 0 and 

<『(&) > 0 such that for any d-fine partial division Di = {([w, 씨, f)} with 

f E Xi satisfy (A)〉] |v — 이 < 7乃 we have |Fn(u, v)\ < s2~\
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Suppose that D is Z-subordinate to <5 and Di is Z厂subordinate to 6斗 

Let D = UiDi，Since 사入) < \Gi\ < 77스 for each i. We have

(D) £ PW, u)| < ( A) £ |Fn(u, v)| < £ < e

i i

for all n. Hence we have {Fn} E USL[a, 6]. Next (b)(2) holds by [?, 

Lemma 3].

(b) => (c): By (b)(2), for any given e > 0, there exists a closed set 

X C [a, 6], I [a, 6]\X| < e/2 such that Fn G UAC*(X) and by Egoroff’s 

theorem, we have a closed set H C [a, 6], |[a, 이\H| < e such that 

fn — f uniformly on H. Hence there is a sequence of closed subsets 

{Xk} of [a, 6] such that |[<z, 이\ Ig으x J이 = 0, and Fn E UAC*(XJ and 

fn—>f uniformly on Xi for every i E N. Hence for every i E N and 

6* > 0 there is A『 E N such that |/n(a:) — /m(:r)| < for any x E Xi 

when n^m > N. And since fn is Henstock integrable function on 

then 乞 Fn(u, v) — fx fn(x) dx < e for n = 1,2,.... Hence for any 

n^m > we have

v) - Fn(u. r)) < g]Fm(u,v) — 서 fm(x)dx

J A]

4“ ) 스 Fn (《/■, t?) — 셔 fn (⑦) dx

+ / — fn(x) dx

Jxt

< 2e + s* \Xi I

Since the inequality is for all d-fine partial divisions,

Next, since K = [<z, 6]\ U Xi is measure zero, by condition (b)(1), {Fn} 

satisfy USL on K. Hence for any partial division {([?/, 이, f)} of K and 
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any m,n 仁 A『, we have

E i(F- — 凡)(凶《시 < E k(u’《시 + E 所"⑦’ 이 < 아* •

By [?, Exercise 4.4], {Fn} is generalized P—Cauchy on [a, b].

(c) => (d): (d)(1) holds by [?, Lemma 이 and (d)(2) holds by[?, Lemma 

13.29].

(d) => (a): By (d)(2) and the Saks-Henstock Lemma, for every e > 0 

there is 5(f), independent of n, such that for any 5-fine division D of 

[cz, 6] we have

⑴) E "o(v—山—“(…川< 허

Let Xi denote the set of all x G [a, 6] such that \fn(x)\ < i for all n. 

Then Lg으라 = [a, 이. For every e > 0 there is 0 < 77 < e/i such that 

for any J-fine partial division D = {([w, v], f)} with Q E Xi satisfying 

(D) y^\v — u\ < 77 we have

(刀리 LM…01 < (刀) 之 VWv#) -/"(〈)(으-아)I

소 +(刀) £ia(o(—日

< 26.

Therefore {Fn} e UAC； on X%. Hence {FJ G UACG； on [a, b]. □

3. The equivalence of Convergence theorems for the Henstock 
integral

DEFINITION 3.1 ([?]). A sequence {Fn} of functions is called UAC**(X) 

or uniformly-AC**(X) whenever to each 6 > 0 there exist 77 > 0 and a 

positive function S : X (0,oo) such that

(Z)1\Z)2)으2 |v — 이 < 77 implying (Pi\O2) 리 \Fn(v) — Fn(u)\ < e.
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A sequence {Fn} of functions is uniformly-ACG** on [a, 6] or UACG** 

on [a, 6] if [a, 6] = where Xi are measurable sets and {Fn} is 

uniformly-AC**) or UAC** on each X{.

DEFINITION 3.2 ([?]). A sequence {Fn} of functions is called UACV(X) 

or uniformly-ACv (X) if for every e > 0 there exist 5 : X —> (0,1) and 

77 > 0 such that

|fn(Al) — 戶k(A2)| < €

for any two 77-close d-fine X-tagged systems Ai, A2 and all n G TV. A 

sequence {Fn} of functions is uniformly-ACGv or UACGV on [a, b] if 

[a, 이 = UiXi where Xi are measurable sets and {Fn} is UACV on each 

幻.

THEOREM 3.1. Let {Fn} be a sequence of functions on [<z, 이. Then 

the following conditions are equivalent:

(a) {Fn} is UACG^ on [a, 이.

(b) {Fn} is UACG^ on [a, b].

(c) {Fn) is IMCGV on [a, 이.

Proof, (a) = (b): See [?, Theorem 2].

(b) = (c): Since {Fn} is UACG** on [a, 6], then Fn is UAC** on Xi 

such that [<z, 이 = U2X’. Put Xi = X, Fn = F. Since F is AC** on X, 

then by the definition of AC** we have

(1) (刀1\乃2)乞 |v — 씨 < 7/ implying (Di\D2) 乞 |F(v) — 乃(?/)| < e .

Let Ei denote the union of intervals [以, 이 in 八 and E2 the union of 

interval [<s, t] in Z)2- Then by (??)

|Ei\E시 < 77 implying |F(Ei) — F(E2)\ < e.

Hence F is AC7 on X. Hence Fn is UACG7.

(c) = (a): Let [a, 6] = 1시 be such that {Fn} E UACV on each X《. So 

to each e > 0 there exists a constant 77 > 0 and a positive function 8 on 

each Xi such that \Fn(D1) — Fn(D2)\ < e whenever |(Z)i)Z\(Z)2)| < q
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for any two 77-closed <5-fine A}-tagged system Di, D2 and for all n E N• 

Take D = {[이；, 石시, ：心리느 with 江 \dk — ck\ < 77 and piit

刀 1 = |( [이?5 ^k], ^k) : ■히([이:, d'k]) 之 이 •)

刀2 = |([久, d』, Xk) : Pk([c人, <시) < 이 •

So |(UD1)A(UD2)| = |UD| = n=i K — 씨 < ⑴ then

p
) 스 IFn[c/j, 石시I = 스 스 Fn([c/；,(시) — ) 스 2리[이j, 石시) <〔 6 •

人=1 (cfc, dk)EDi (이아『k) 石心2

Hence {Fn} is UAC； on Xi and so {에} is UACG； on [a, 6]. □

COROLLARY 3.2. The following conditions be satisfied:

(a) fn(x) —> f(x) almost everywhere in [a, 6] as n —> 00 where each fn 

is Henstock integrable on [a, 6].

(b) The primitives Fn of fn are one of the condition (a)-(c) of Theo

rem ??.

(c) The sequence Fn converges uniformly to a continuous function F 

on [(2, 여.

Then f is Henstock integrable on [<z, 6] with the primitive F.

COROLLARY 3.3. Let {fn} be a sequence of Henstock integrable 

functions such that fn 3 f everywhere in [a, 6]. Then {fn} is equi

Henstock integrable on [a, 6] if and only if the sequence {Fn(x) = 

J： /n(rr) dx} satisfies one of the condition (a)-(c) of Theorem ??.
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